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Customization Options 
for Fastlane® Turnstiles
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Entrance Control with Style
Say hello to entrance control security that is as stylish as it is functional.  
Fastlane turnstiles lead the industry with customization options that  
allow buildings to set the tone for a safe and efficient lobby. 

There are dozens of design possibilities from upgraded metals and custom tops and finishes  
to unique graphics and customized pedestal shapes.

The Power of Possibilities  
for Architects and Designers
No longer do turnstiles have to be harsh, impersonal physical 
barriers in building lobbies. Customization opportunities allow 
even the most robust entrance control points to become visually-
pleasing entrance experiences.

Explore the design features and functionality available for architects, 
engineers and designers across most Fastlane turnstiles.
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Finishes
Fastlane products feature no visible screws, no key locks and no 
speaker grills, resulting in one of the industry’s smoothest finishes. 
To enhance these aesthetics, organizations can select from a wide 
array of custom metal color options and multiple different surface 
textures and finishes. 

The standard finish across the Smarter Security line of products is 
304 brushed stainless steel which is designed to create a luxurious, 
high-tech feel. Building teams can go beyond the basics with 
Rimex® metals, offering an extensive catalog of finishes and colors 
guaranteed to complement even the most custom lobby designs. 

Looking for a more diverse color palette to match a corporate 
brand or current aesthetic? Fastlane turnstiles also feature a  
variety of different material possibilities including wood finishes 
and powder-coated stainless steel. 

Powder coating enables organizations to match color finishes 
precisely to align with other building elements and can be added  
to stainless steel finishes during the production process.
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Tops and End Caps
More than merely the cap and ends of the industry’s most 
progressive turnstiles, there are multiple options to tailor both 
the top and endcaps of Fastlane turnstiles. 

Standard tops for most Fastlane models are the chosen metal 
with Deep Black Quartz Corian® on the ends for concealing 
embedded readers. Tops can also be highly customized ranging 
from materials such as embedded and back-painted glass, to 
architectural stone or different Corian colors.

End cap customizations also offer similar style and function 
capabilities ranging from square or round ends, sharper radius 
corners, or the functionality of adding a card reader depending 
on the design aesthetic desired. 

Technical Integrations
Beyond style customizations, Fastlane turnstile tops also offer 
the capability for seamless 3rd party technical integrations 
such as elevator dispatch monitors, facial recognition and other 
biometric technologies. 

Glass Barriers
Elevate the business brand presence by incorporating custom 
graphics such as logos, or decorative accents. Glass barriers can 
consist of frosted glass or frosted logos in a variety of opacities to 
complement the overall design vision of your lobby. 

Pedestals
Extend design beyond color and materials. Fastlane turnstile 
pedestals can also be customized to enhance the look and 
feel of your lobby even further. Pedestals can be created 
longer, wider, taller or in different shapes depending upon your 
architectural requirements. 

Shown: Fastlane Plus 400 MA with custom wood finish

Shown (left to right): Fastlane Glassgate 200  with decorative glass accent;  
Fastlane Plus 400 MA with custom glass top; Fastlane Glassgate 155 with 
integrated MorphoWave™ reader and camera

Shown: Fastlane Plus 400 MA with customized square pedestals and internally 
mounted Schindler lift displays



About Smarter Security
Smarter Security markets the world’s most intelligent Entrance and Access Control solutions. Fastlane turnstiles, Door Detectives 
and SmarterAccess harness the power of neural network technology to provide unrivaled intelligence to pedestrian access control. 
We secure more than half of the Fortune 100, providing security solutions known globally for high reliability at a lower total cost of 
ownership.  Visit www.smartersecurity.com. 
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Turnstile Transformations  
that Make a Statement
Seeing is believing. Smarter Security® customers have used customization options to enhance 
their Fastlane turnstile products and complement many of the world’s most iconic buildings.

Fastlane 400 MA

Fastlane Glassgate 150

STANDARD CUSTOMIZED

CUSTOMIZEDSTANDARD

The Fastlane 400 MA offers a versatile streamlined design that can adapt to its environment with curves, seamless security options,  
and custom finishes.

With the Fastlane Glassgate 150, you don’t have to sacrifice security for aesthetics. It offers unsurpassed accuracy and speed with options 
for custom finishes and tops along with added security integrations.


